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LOCALIZATION OF EQUIVARIANT

COHOMOLOGY RINGS

BY

J. DUFLOT

Abstract. The main result of this paper is the "calculation" of the Borel equivariant

cohomology ring H*( EG X c X, Z/p Z) localized at one of its minimal prime ideals.

In case X is a point, the work of Quillen shows that the minimal primes p A are

parameterized by the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups A of G and the result

is

H*(BG.Z/pZ)VA = H*(BCc(A),Z/pZ)"?A\

Here, CC(A) is the centralizer of A in G, and WC(A) = NG(A)/CC(A), where

NC(A) is the normalizer of A in G. An example is included.

1. Introduction and preliminaries. Let G be a compact Lie group and EG -» BG a

classifying bundle for principal G bundles. When G acts on a space X we may form

the space Xc = (EG x X)/G = EG Xe A'—the orbit space of EG X X under the

diagonal action of G. Let p be a fixed prime; then we may consider the equivariant

cohomology ring H£(X) = H*(Xc,Z/pZ) as a module over its commutative sub-

ring

( ® H2'(XG,Z/pZ),    p>2,

Hr(X) = H(Xc.Z/pZ) = I ,>0
GK   } G 0 H'(XG,Z/pZ),      p = 2.

(Many of the general properties of equivariant cohomology are set forth in

[Ql, Q2, B, Br] and various other sources and we shall not list these properties here.

However, in order to be consistent with the above references and to suit the purposes

of this paper, some restrictions must be placed on the types of G-spaces that we

consider: they must be Hausdorff and either compact or paracompact with finite

mod-p cohomological dimension (see, eg., [Ql] for a definition). In addition, we

assume that every G-space has only a finite number of orbit types and that every

orbit has a "slice" around it (see, e.g., [Br] for a discussion of these ideas).)

The main theorem of this paper (Theorem 3.2) "calculates" the localization of

H*(Xc,Z/pZ) at every minimal prime of H(Xc,Z/pZ). (These minimal primes

were identified by Quillen in [Ql, Q2].)

As an application of this theorem we calculate the localization of

H*(GLn(Z/pZ), Z/pZ) at one of the minimal primes of H(GLn(Z/pZ), Z/pZ).
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92 J. DUFLOT

2. A localization lemma. Suppose X and Y are two spaces on which the compact

Lie group G acts. When one gives XX Y the diagonal G-action, the projection mx:

XX Y -> Zis G-equivariant and induces ir$: H£(X) - HG(X X Y). If G(x v) is the

isotropy group at (x, y) e X X Y, then G(x ) acts on the point x of X, inducing a

map HG( X) -* 77£    (( x}). One also has a map
res       u,>l

H*(X) - 77^(G '(*. 7)) = H*G{Gx X Gy)
a

(here G • (x, y), Gx, Gy, etc. denote orbits of the G-action) given by

HG(X) ^H£(XX Y)^H£(G- xX G-y).
res

Using the isomorphism HG(G ■ (x, y)) =ßH^ x ({x}) induced by the chain of

homeomorphisms

EG X G(x,y)x ~ EG/G(x,y) - (EG XeG)/G^y) ~ EG XC(G/G(JC,V))

II /
EG'x.y) XCu" {*} EG Xe(Gx X Gy)

one sees immediately that there is a commutative triangle:

H*G(X)^H*(G-xXG-y)

res \ /i ß =

H*cij(x})

Let S ç 77c( X) be a multiplicanvely closed subset. Let

(X X Y)s = {(*, j)|S n kerf/*^*) 5 77^ J{*})) = 0}.

Using the above triangle, we see also that

(XX Y)s = {(x, y)\S nker(H*(x) ?> H*(G -(x, y))} = 0}.

Thus (XX Y)s is G-invariant. It is also closed; we see this as follows.

Let

y(G,X)= (77 < G\XH * 0 and3xG XH with S'lH*H ({*}) = 0}

= (77 < Gl*"* 0 andVxe A'/,,S-177^({x)) = 0}.

The set y = Sf(G, X) is closed with respect to taking subconjugates; i.e., if 77 e ¡?

and K < 77, then 7C e y. For, if K < H, then A"w is contained in a translate of XK;

so if X" # 0, then A'^ # 0. Also, the diagram

."AU*})
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commutes, if x e XH and g e G; thus

5 n kerfjesj) ç S n ker(res2 "resj = S n ker(res3)

= 5 n ker^1 °res3) = S n ker(res4).

Therefore, S-l(H*,({x})) = 0 and S'lH^({g-xx}) = 0 if gKg'1 < 77. We note that

(XX Y)s can be characterized as the smallest subset of X x Y with the property

that every isotropy group of its complement lies in y. Thus if £ <^ (X X Y)—

(X x Y)s, then G¿ e y. By the sUce theorem, there is an open invariant neighbor-

hood U of £ such that Gu ç G£ for every u e t/; so G„ e y for every u g [/. So all

isotropy of U is in Sf\ i.e. all isotropy of the complement of (X X Y) - U is in

y. Thus (* x 7)s ç (* x 7) - /J so í/c(/Yxy)-(ÍX 7)s, proving that

(XX Y)s is closed.

One has the following localization result (compare with torn Dieck [T] and Hsiang

[H]).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose either:

(i) X X Y is compact and every orbit in X is a G-deformation retract of one of its

open neighborhoods, or

(ii) XX Y is paracompact with finite mod-/? cohomology dimension.

If Z is any closed invariant subset of X X Y such that all of the isotropy of

(XX Y) - Z lies in£r°(G, X), then there is an isomorphism

S-lH*(XX Y)   -¡  S-lH¿(Z).

Proof. This is a straightforward modification of the standard localization theo-

rems of, for example, torn Dieck [T] and Hsiang [H]. (Note that their results are

obtained by letting Z = (X X Y)s and X = pt.)

We give the proofs of both (i) and (ii) for completeness.

(i) For every point (x, y) in X x Y, there is by assumption an invariant neighbor-

hood U of G • x and a G-deformation retraction z-, : U -» G • x. By existence of slice,

of course, there is an invariant neighborhood I7 of G ■ y and an equivariant

retraction r2: V -» G • y. Consider the following diagram (in which the diagram of

solid arrows commutes):

('lX'2) , X

77* ({/X V)->H*(G- xX Gy)
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The key point in the argument is to note that the diagram of dotted arrows

commutes:

(rx X r2)*z*vr* = (r, X r2)*(i2 X i2)*j*m* = (hh X i2r2)*j*ir$

= (id X i2r2)*j*ïï*    (since ixrx =Gid)

= [*xM*hh)\* = (%;)* =7'M-
Thus ker a = ker a' since (rx X r2)* is injective. Now we use the standard arguments

to prove (i).

Suppose W is a closed invariant subset of X X Y with the property that all of its

isotropy is in y. For each (x, y) G W, therefore, there is an s(x, y) g S such that

s(x, y) e ker a. Choosing retractive invariant neighborhoods (in X X Y) Ux, Uv (of

G ■ x,G ■ y, respectively) as above we see that S~lHG(Ux X Uv) = 0 sinces(x, y) g

ker a' = ker a. Cover W by a finite number of such neighborhoods and then use a

straightforward Mayer-Vietoris argument, plus exactness of localization, to find an

invariant neighborhood 6 of W with S'XHG(&) = 0. Now use the continuity prop-

erty (e.g. see [Ql]) and the fact that localization commutes with direct limits to show

that5'-177*(Wy) = 0.

Considering Z as in the theorem, we fix a closed invariant neighborhood V of Z

and use the above argument applied to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (X x Y) =

V U ((X x Y) - int V) plus exactness of localization, to get

S~lH*(V) = S~xH*(Xx Y).

Since Z is closed we may let V vary and again use the continuity property and the

fact that localization commutes with direct limits to conclude that S~XH^(X x Y) =
S-lH*(Z).

(ii) Again, as in the proof of (i), suppose that W is a closed invariant subset of

X X Y with the property that all of its isotropy is in y. W is paracompact since it is

a closed subset of X X Y. Also, W has finite mod-/? cohomological dimension. Thus

the mod-p cohomological dimension of W/G is finite [Ql] and the £2 term of the

Leray spectral sequence

Hp(W/G, 3fq) => H^+i(W)

is bounded from the right; i.e., E{-q = 0 for p > N. Here, the stalk at G • w g W/G

of Jífq is 77¿f = 77¿(G ■ w). Now, since all of the isotropy of W is in y, for each

w g W, one has an s(w) g 5 such that s(w) g ker(H*(X) ^ H*(Gw)). Since

X x Y and (hence) Whave only a finite number of orbit types {G ■ wx,...,G ■ wn},

it is not hard to see that

s = s(wx) ••■ s(wn) fl   ker(77*(A)-77* (G-w))
celf

nS.

The HG( A1)-module structure on the £2 term (given by tt% and restriction on the

coefficients^"') passes to the limit and is the same at the limit (at least up to sign)

as the 77£(A>module structure induced there by the 77£( X)-module structure

77*(W) (again given by -n* and restriction).
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Therefore s maps to 0 in every stalk of the sheaf HG and hence maps to 0 in

H°(W/G, Jf*) = £°2* and in ££*.

Following Hsiang's argument [H] through, one may conclude that sN+1 maps to

zero in HG(W) and therefore that S~lHG(W) = 0. We now finish the argument

exactly as in case (i).   Q.E.D.

From now on, we assume that X is either compact and every orbit of A" is a

G-deformation retract of one of its neighborhoods, or that X is paracompact with

finite mod-p cohomological dimension.

3. The localization of HG(X,Z/pZ) at the minimal primes of HG(X,Z/pZ). The

minimal primes of 77c(X, Z/pZ) were described by Quillen [Ql, Q2] as follows. An

elementary abelian p-subgroup or p-torus in G is a subgroup A of G which is a direct

product of cyclic groups of order/». The number of cyclic factors is the rank of A.

Let stf(G, X) denote Quillen's category of pairs [Q2] (A', c) where A is a/z-torus in

G and C is a (nonempty) connected component of Xa (the fixpoint set of the

v4-action on X); i.e., the objects of s/(G, X) are the pairs (A,c) as above, and a

morphism $: (A, c) -» (A', c') is a conjugation of A into (a subgroup of) A' by an

element g of G such that c' ç gc as well. The objects of s/(G, X) are partially

ordered; i.e., (A, c) < (A', c') if and only A < Ä and c is the unique component

of Xa containing C. We say that (A, c) is subconjugate to (A',c') (written

(A,c) <(A',c')) if Wom^{GX)((A,c), (A',c'))¥= 0; and (A, c) is conjugate to

(A', c')((A, c) = (A', c')) if (A, c) and (A', c') are isomorphic objects.

For every pair (A, c) in s/(G, X), there is a prime ideal p,A<c) Q H(XG,Z/pZ);

namely

p(/liC) = ker(77c(A-)^S774(pt)/v/fj);

where pt g Xa is any point in Xa. One has

Theorem 3.1 (Proposition 11.2 of [Q2]). (i) \>{Ac) 2 p^^, if and only if

(A, c) < (A', c'); in particular, P(/)i.) = P(a\c-) if and only if (A, c) s (A', c').

(ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between conjugacy classes of maximal pairs

(A,c) and minimal prime ideals of HG(X):

[(A,c)} r^pMc).

One may define (as in [Q2]) CG(A, c) = {ge G\ga = ag Va g A and c = c};

NG(A,c)={g^G\gAg-x=A and gc = c}, and WC(A, c) = WG(A, c) =

NG(A, c)/CG(A, c). There is a natural action of WG(A, c) on H* ,A c)(c); we may

consider both the invariant subring 77£ ,/),i)(c)H/f;M<), of this action, and the ring

H%g(Ac)(c) as 77g(A')-modules via restriction. Hence, we may localize all of these

modules with respect to the prime p(/) (., of HG(X). The main theorem of this paper

is

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (A, c) is a maximal pair ofsf(G, X). Then there is an

isomorphism

(res)tl

mx)y^-^H*v{A^(c)^\
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We note that res(HG(X)) c 77* {A i.)(c)lVa(A-c) since inner automorphisms act

trivially on equivariant cohomology (e.g., see [Ql]), so CG(A, c) acts trivially on

H*(X).

We must first prove some preliminary lemmas. Fix an embedding of G in a

unitary group U; let S be the "diagonal" /z-torus of U and let F = U/S be the

compact smooth G-manifold of right cosets of S in U.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (A, c) is a maximal pair in s#(G, X). Let K be a closed

subgroup of G, and let W be a closed K-invariant subset of X such that (A, c) is also an

object in the category jé'(K,W). Then there are localization isomorphisms for every

i > 1,

(*) S~XH*(WX F')-*S-lH^(G-((cn w) X(FA)')),

where S = 6(HG(X) - p(/,,()) and6 is the restriction HG(X) -> HK(W).

Moreover, if one also knows that any pair in s/(K,W) equivalent to (A,c) in

stf(G, X) is also equivalent to (A, c) in ̂ (K, W) (we then say (A, c) is weakly closed

in^(K, W) with respect tojtf(G, X)), then there are isomorphisms for every i > 1,

(**) S-lH*K(WX £') * S~xH*[k -(c X(FA)')).

Proof. We apply the localization theorem to W (not X) with Y = F'. (IFinherits

the necessary properties of X since it is closed. W X F' then has the necessary

properties since £' is a compact manifold.)

We need to verify

(i) that G - (c n W X (FA)¡) and K ■ (c X (FA)') are closed /(-invariant subsets

of H7 x £' and

(ii) that 11 of the isotropy of the complement of G • (c n W x (FA)') (or of

K ■ (c X (FA)') in case (A, c) is weakly closed) is in

y(K,W) = [K' ^K\Wk' * 0 and5^77*,({w}) = 0VwG WK'}.

(i) is straightforward.

To show (ii), suppose that £ g W X F' and Kè <£ ¿P(K, W). Let £ = (x, /,,... ,f¡).

Then K^ = Kxn K, C\ ■ ■ ■ n Kf = B is a /z-torus in K since all isotropy groups of

£ are /z-tori [Ql]. Also, x g Wb since Kx > K^ = B. Let us suppose that x lies in the

component d of WB, which in turn lies in the component c' of XB.

Since K( Í y(K, W), S~xH*B({x}) # 0; i.e. S n ker(H*(W) -» H*({x})) = 0.

But this means that

S nker(^(W7)^ HB(x g c/)/vtj = /7s(x e c')//Ö) = 0.

Consider the following commutative diagram of restrictions:

tfc(*K

B HB(x g t/)/v/Ö= 77ß(;t g c')/\/Ö.
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Since 6(HG(X)-üiAc))nker[HK(rV)^ HB(x gí/)/v/0]= 0 the above dia-

gram shows that [HG(X) - p(/) c)] n ker(77c(A) -+ 77B(x g x)/)fÔ) = 0. Thus

P(ß.o') £ f (/t.c) in HG(X). Therefore, since p(/4 c) is minimal [Q2], p(Sy) = p(/4 c).

But then (77, c') = (/4, c) in s/(G, X) [Q2]. By definition, this means that there is

some g g G such that gBg~l = A and gc' = c. Since x g c', x g gc' = c; and since

/} g FB for each y (since B Q Kf for every;'), we see that/g, g gFB = £«ßs"' = FA

so that g£ g c x (FAy and thus that | g (Gc n W)xG- (FA)'.

For (**), we simply note that if the g in the paragraph above may always be

chosen from K, then K¡. <£ y(K, W) implies that | g K ■ (c x (FA)¡).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4. If (A, c) is a maximal pair in (G, X), then there are isomorphisms for

i > 1,

77*(G-(cx(^)'))Í77*gM,(,(cX(^)').

Proof. This follows from the fact there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism

GX^A-i)[cX(FA)i] ^G-{cX(FAY),

where 0([g, (x, fv... ,f)]) = (gx, gfx,... ,gf,). Here, NG(A, c) acts on G by g ^> gn~x;

and on c X (£ )' diagonally on the left: (x, f1,...,ft)'-* (nx, nfx,...,nf). The map

6 is clearly surjective, continuous and open. If (gx, g/,,...) = (g'x', g'f{,...) where

x and x' are in c, and /,,...;/[,...; are in FA, then gx = g'x' and gf- = g'fj. Thus if

h = g~xg', hx' = x and hf[ =fu..., etc., so that Gx = hGx,h~l and Gfi = /zG/;/z_1.

Now, since x ^ c ç^ Xa and fx ^ FA, Gx ̂  A and G7i 3 A. So ^ ç GA. n G7. Since

all isotropy of £ is /»-toral, G/t is a /»-torus of G; thus B = Gx n G/i is a /»-torus in G.

Since £ fixes x and A Q B, XB ç Xa and thus there is a component ¿/ of XB

containing x and contained in c. Thus (/l, c) ç (77, d) insf(G, X), so by maximal-

ity, (A, c) = (B,d).

Similarly, if 77' = Gx. n G/; we see that (A, c) = (77', d') where d' is a component

of XB containing x and contained in c. Thus B = B' = A and d—d' — c. But

hB'h'lB and /W = «", so /z/l/z1 = ^4 and /zc = c. Therefore, h g 7Vc(/1,c) and

clearly

[(gh,h-xx,...,h~xf,)} = [(g',x',fi,. ..,/,')]

in G X ̂ ^''(c x (f"4)'). So 0 is a homeomorphism yielding a homeomorphism:

£GXg(GX^(^'»[cX(£^)'])^£Gxg(G-(cX(£^)'))

II
[EGXGG]x^A^[cx(FAY]

EGXn^a-c)[cX(FaY\ = E(NG(A,c))x^A-')[cX(FA)i].   Q.E.D.
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Before we proceed we must look more closely at the manifold £ and its submani-

folds FB where B is a /z-torus of G. Recall that F = U(n)/S(n) where U(n) is a

unitary group (for an zz-dimensional complex vector space) in which G is embedded.

The diagonal /z-torus of U(n) is S(n). Thus a point in £ = U/S may be described as

a pair {(/,,...,/„); (v*,...,v*)} where (/,) is an ordered z-z-tuple of mutually

orthogonal lines and v* is the orbit of a vector v¡ in the unit sphere S1(lj) in the line

/, under the action of the group of pth roots of unity in this sphere. The action of G

on £is via the embedding in U; i.e., one thinks of g g G as a unitary transformation

of C", thus

g •{(/„,. ..,ln);(v*x,...,v:)} = {(gll,...,gln);((gvx)*,...,(gvn)*)).

(This makes sense, since g preserves lengths and angles—the action of the group of

pth roots of unity is given by rotation through a fixed angle.)

Now, suppose that A is a /z-torus in G. The embedding A *-* G ■-» U gives us a

unitary representation of A on C" (the restriction of the representation G *-» U of

G). This representation may be decomposed according to a set of distinct zz-dimen-

sional complex irreducible characters {Xi»--->X/v} °f ^- If we ^et */ denote the

eigenspace of the character x, and n¡ = áimVj, then we have an orthogonal

decomposition of C,

C" = Vl ± • ■ ■ 1 Vk   and   n = nx + ■ ■ ■ + nk.

(We assume that zz; > 0 for every;'.)

Let 2(n,,'... ,nk) be the set of («,,... .zzj-shuffles of {1,2,...,«};

2(«i.•••»»*) = (aG 2(zz)|a(zn,z'12,...,zlni,z'21,...,z'2n2,...,zH,...,z;„J

and ijl<ij2< ■■■ < iJnVje {1,2,...,k}}.

We claim that

(*) FA= JJ o-(F(Vx)x ■■■XF(Vk)).
oeSffTj.nt}

Here, £(K() is the flag space for V¡, i.e., £(^) consists of the pairs

\l'«i+ ■•• +n,_| + l'- • • ''n, + • •• +n, j' I ^n, + •■■ +n,   ,+ 1 ' Vnx+ ■■■+ni)j

where the / 's are an ordered set of zz, orthogonal lines in V¡, and i^*'s are orbits of

vectors V] in the unit spheres of the L'a under the group(s) of pth roots of unity in

these spheres.

It should be clear what subset of £ that o ■ (F(VX)X ■ ■ ■ x F(Vk)) denotes: if

a = (zu,... ,iXn¡; z12,.. .,i2n-,... ; ikX,.. .,ik,n), then

in K, in K2

= ((/,ii,/,i;,...,/„;/,2i,...,/,2„2;...);(<,...,<_;...)}.

Note that if a # t then a ■ (F(VX) X ■ ■ ■ X F(Vk)) n t ■ (£(F,) X • ■ • x F(Vk)) is

indeed empty.
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Since every line represented in the direct sum on the right in equation (*) is an

eigenspace for some character xa-, this line (and every orbit in its unit sphere) is fixed

by everything in A. On the other hand, if an ordered collection of Unes (and orbits)

in F are fixed by everything in A, then each line must be an eigenspace for the

/4-action, thus contained in some V¡. So equality (*) holds.

Since F(VX)X ■ • • X F(Vk) is clearly connected and closed and each a • (F(VX)

x ■ ■ ■ x F(Vk)) is homeomorphic to £(Fi) X • • • x F(Vk), the connected compo-

nents of FA are the a • (F(VX) X ■■■ X F(Vk)).

Now, CG(A) fixes each component of FA. It is enough to show that CG(A) fixes

E(V\) Xi ■ ■ ■ X F(Vk). For this, we need only show that if / is a line in V} then gl is

also a line in V¡ if g g Cg(A). (The orbits are carried along without difficulty.) Let

/ = C • x where x is a vector in V¡. Then gx is an eigenvector for % : b • gx = gbx =

g ■ Xj(b) ■ x = Xj(b) ■ gx, if be A.

Conversely, we want to show that if g g Ng(A), and g fixes a component of FA,

then g g CG(A). Again, it is enough to show this for the component F(VX) x ■ ■ ■ x

F(Vk), so let g g NG(A) be such that

g-(F(Vx)x ■ ■ ■ X F(Vk)) = F(VX) X ■•■X£(F,).

Then g carries lines in V} to lines in Vj V/, so if x g Vj, gx g Vj and then

b ■ gx = Xj(b)gx = g ■ Xj(b)x = g ■ bx for every b g A, so b~lg~lbg fixes every

vector in every V¡. But G «-* U so that b~lg~lbg = id = => bg = gb and g g CG(/1).

(One needs g g JVc(/4) to ensure that g • FA Q FA.) Thus one sees from the above

picture of FA that WG(A) = /Vc(/1)/Cc(v4) acts freely on ^(f'4). Using this picture

of FA (pointed out to me by Quillen, who also pointed out the following lemma) one

may conclude

Lemma 3.5. If (A, c) is a pair in s#(G, X) then H¡L ,AAc X (FA)') is a free

Z/pZ[WG(A, c)]-module for every q > 0 and i > 1.

Proof. Wg(A, c) acts freely on 770(c X (FA)') = {c} X ^(FA)\ so it acts freely

on

^Íx(f")')= ©        HqcG(A,cM)-   Q-E.D.
Í<BTT0(CX(FA)')

Lemma 3.6. If (A, c) is a pair ins/(G, X) then there are isomorphisms for i > 1,

H*NciAJcx(FAy)^HCc(AJcX(FA)'fc(A'C)

Proof. Let N = NG(A, c), C + CG(A, c), W = N/C and Z = c x (FA)' for a

fixed / > 1.

Then Zc is a principal W-bundle over Zn and there is a Serre spectral sequence [B]

H"(BW,{Hqc(z)}) =* HPN+q(Z).

Now, W is a finite group, so we may use results from the theory of cohomology of

finite groups to compute HP(BW,{H^(Z)}). By Lemma 3.5, 77,2(Z) is a free

Z/pZ[W]-mod\ile for q > 0, so one may conclude [C-E] that

Hp(BW,{Hqc(Z)}) = 0   ifp>0,q^0.
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Thus the above spectral sequence degenerates yielding

H°(bW, {H*(cX(FA)r)}) Z- H*(cX(FA)')

or

77*(c x(FA)')iV ^H*(cX(FAY).   Q.E.D.

Finally, we return to the

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider the following commutative diagram (it should

be clear what the maps are):

(*)    flgWtw,- H*(XXF)H1<) 3 77G(ZX£')pM.(l

4® 4

HG(G-(cXFA))p^ zt   H*{G-{cX(FA)2))PiA¡¡

4© 4

mctA.c){c x fA)»t,o   - ^,t)(c<(^)2)tM/l

4(1) 4

H* (r X Fa)Wg(A'c)      -» //* ir XÍF^)2)^'4''''

Î® Î

^ccM,,(cX£)Sfc)      5  /»c6M,c)(cXFtf'rt

We observe:

(i) the sequence (*) is exact: this follows from the exact sequence of [Ql] plus

exactness of localization;

(ii) the vertical arrows in each of squares 1 through 4 are isomorphisms:

Square 1. Apply Lemma 3.3 with W = X and K = G.

Square 2. Apply Lemma 3.4, then localize.

Square 3. Apply Lemma 3.6, then localize.

Square 4. Apply Lemma 3.3 with W = c and K = CG(A,c).

Since (A,c) is maximal, it is "weakly closed" in sé(K, W) in this case, and the

isomorphism is isomorphism (**) of Lemma 3.3.

Thus we conclude that \s.er(ßx, ß2) s H*(X)v 4  . But, the exact sequence

77*(„.(,(c) - H*<AAJc XF)^ HCclA_t,(c X F2)

°f [Ql] plus exactness of localization of left exactness of taking invariants enables us

to conclude that

fl?c(^c)(f)p^io'C)^fiS(^)pM.rt-    Q-E-D-

Let H*(X) -* 77* (Ac)(c) be the restriction map. If

p(Ac) = ker(7/G( X) - 77,(pt g c)/Vo)
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as usual, and

pfttC) = ker(HNciAx)(c) - 77,(pt g c)/Jô)

then r¿xN(p"A c)) = P(/4,c). Similarly, there is the prime P^,c) c 77c _(A c)(c) and the

restriction   77G( A"),-^ 77Q;M c)(c)   with   r¿}c(üfAc)) * p(/lc).   Also   we   have

rZv,c(t>M.c)) = *><V) where íflVc(>í.c)(c)l^cficc(^.c)(c).

Corollary 3.7. 7/(^, c) « a maximal pair ofs¡f(G, A), i/zezz

Proof. The main theorem gives an isomorphism

Applied to NG(A, c) and c instead of G and A, it also gives an isomorphism

HNG(A,)^)^,,^H*o(A^(c)^-C).

Thus we need only show that

H* (r\Wc.(A.c) , AWc(A,c)
"CG(A.c)\C)V»Ac)        - MCa(A.c)(C)(A.c)

or

HcciA.oic)»?*,, - HCc(A.c)(C)»u,V

We do this by showing that both of the above rings are isomorphic to 77C( ( 4 t)(c)pr r

This follows from standard results in commutative algebra. Let £G = HG(X),

RN = HNciA,c)(c), Rc = HCc(AiC)(c) and M = HCu(Ax)(c). We may consider M as

an RG-, RN- or /\c-module, using the commutative double triangle:

RG->RN-*RC

Now

Mv = M ®Rc(Rc)v = M ®R  (7\r)p    (by the main theorem)

and

Afp* = A7 <8yv (7?^)pv = Ai ®R ( /?c)p v   (by the main theorem)

= A7®R((£r)p,.

(Here, p = p(/,iC), Pr = pf^., and p^ = p(^ ().) Thus, to prove the theorem it is

enough to show that (£c)p = (Rc)9c and (Rc)v* = (Rc)pc-

There is a natural map (ßc)p -» (Rc)vc since rG,r(Pc) = P- This map is an

isomorphism if we show that (Rc)v is a local ring [M]. If ß is «zzy prime in (Rc)v
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then g corresponds to a unique prime ideal a of Rc disjoint from rG C(RG - p) (i.e.,

gp = q). Since g n rGC(RG - p) = 0, r¿xc(a) n 7xG - p = 0, so P 2 r¿}c(q). But

p is minimal in RG (using Quillen's characterization of minimal primes), so p =

'c.c(s)-
Now, Äc/p -» /?c/pc is integral [Ql] and injective (since the triangle

R.-^clG

7^/70 = 77^1^)/^

commutes), and both g/pc and the 0-ideal in £c/pc contract to the 0-ideal in

£G/p; by the going-up theorem ([M], e.g.) we have g/pc = 0 or pc = g. Thus, in

fact, we have shown that g = (pc)p is the only prime in (Rc)p.

The same argument works for RN and p^ in place of RG and p.   Q.E.D.

In any noetherian ring the 0-ideal may be decomposed as an intersection of

primary ideals: 0 = Qi H • • • n g„. The set {/g~} is the set of associated primes of

the ring. The minimal primes of the ring are the minimal elements of this set {/g~}.

The ideals of {g,} belonging to these minimal primes are called the isolated primary

components; the rest are called embedded components. The isolated primary ideals

are uniquely specified, the embedded components are not. The following theorem

characterizes the isolated primary components of HG(X).

Theorem 3.8. If G is finite, the isolated primary ideals of HG( X) are of the form

gM.f) = ker(77G(A-)-77CcH,(,(c)),

where (A, c) is a maximal pair ofsf(G, X).

Proof. We need only show that if (A, c) is maximal then g(/f,c) is p(/) c)-primary;

i.e., Jqía¡c) = P(A,c) and Q(a.c) is primary (in view of Quillen's characterization of

the minimal primes).

Consider the map

rG.C

/7G(A)-77CcM,c)(c).

Let pc = X>fA,C) and p = P(/4,c) be as above. Since pc is the only associated prime of

HCc(A c)(c) (this ring is Cohen-Macaulay by [Dl] so has no embedded primes, and

pc is the only minimal prime by [Ql]) we see that 0 is p"--primary (uniqueness of

primary decomposition). Thus r(C\C)(0) is rG"1c(pc)-primary—i.e., q(A c) is p-primary.

Q.E.D.
Remark. This theorem should be true for G compact Lie, but the results of [Dl]

needed are proved only for finite groups at this point.

It is perhaps of interest to see what these theorems say when A" is a one-point

space. Then HG(X) is group cohomology—H*(BG). For example, Theorem 3.2

gives an isomorphism

77*(£G)p,-77*(£(CG(^)))p^
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where ¡pA = ker(H*(BG) -» H*(BA)/ JÖ) is the prime belonging to a maximal

/z-torus A of G. In the next section we give an application of this result.

4. An example. Let GLn(Z/pZ) = GL„ denote the group of in vertible n x n

matrices over Z/pZ; or equivalen tly the group of in vertible linear maps of an

zz-dimensional vector space over Z/p Z. Consider the subgroup of GL„ given by

1

1

O

o
a, GZ//zZ,z' = l,2,...,zz-l}.

This subgroup is a/z-torus in GL„. One can compute its centralizer

QtlU)
d

O

un-l

O
d g (z/pzy

^ (Z/pZ)* x Ax

(here, (Z/pZ)* is the group of unit in Z/pZ of order p - 1), and its normalizer, the

parabolic subgroup

*OL.U) = Pl  =
x i  ax ln-\

O
x G (Z/pZ)* = GLj, Y G GL^j

anda,, g Z/pZ,i = 1,2,...,n - 1

Since the index of Ax in its centralizer has order prime to /», we see that Ax is

maximal /z-torus of GL„. The "Weyl" group of Ax, WGX_ t[Ax) = P1/(Al x (Z/pZ)*)

is contained in the automorphism group of Ax, which is naturally isomorphic to

GL„_,. One sees that this inclusion Wgl„(A) *"* Aut(/1,) is, in fact, an isomorphism

(by computing orders, for example); also, the action of WGh(Ax) on Ax is equivalent

to the natural action of GL,,., on Ax (where Ax is regarded as being an (n - 1)-

dimensional vector space over Z/pZ).

Using the Künneth formula, one computes

H*{CGLa(Ax)) = H*(AX) ®z/pZH*((Z/pZ)*),

since \(Z/pZ)*\ = p - 1 is prime to p, its mod-p cohomology is zero in positive

degrees, so that

H*{CGK(AX)) = H*(AX).

This last ring is well known:

77*(^   Z/pZ)s /Z/^ZIfli'-"'fl»-il®z//-zA[*i.••■.*„-!].       P>2,

\Z/pZ[ax,...,an_x],      p = 2
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(i.e., either a polynomial algebra tensored with an exterior algebra, or a polynomial

algebra).

We assume that p is odd from now on.

Mui [Mui] has computed the ring of invariants

AGL-> = (Z//zZ[fl1,...,a„_1]®z//)ZA[¿z1,...,Vi])GL"";

it is generated by Q0,...,Qn_2(n - 1 polynomial generators) and R, s ¿ , where

1 < zV < « - 1 and 0 ^ sx < s2 < ■ ■ ■ <sk^n-2isa selection of k numbers

from the set {0,1,2,...,n - 2} (thus there are 2"~1 - 1 of these generators).

The relations are R2 = 0 for every s between 0 and zz - 2 and R> Rs, ■ • ■ Rs =

(-1)*(*_1)/27ÎJ ,sAöo_1 f°r every k between 1 and n - 1, and every subset of k

elements sx < s2 < ■ ■ ■ < sk of {0,1,... ,n - 2}.

Since Q0 is not a zero divisor in this invariant subring (it is not a zero divisor in

R D RGL"'), one sees that the above two relations imply that R2 s = 0 for every

set of indices {i,,...,^}.

The degrees of the generators are as follows:

degree(Öi) = 2(ptt'1 - p<),       i = 0,1,...,« - 2,

and

degree^,.J = k + 2(/z""1 - l) - 2(//> + •■• +//*)•

There is a unique minimal prime p in the even part of this ring, namely, the

nilpotent elements, or the ideal generated by the R 'a. Localizing at this prime means

inverting all the Q/s. Letting P¡ = R¡/Q0 for 0 < z < zz - 2 ("degree" (£,) = 1 -

2/z') one sees that the relations in R imply that P2 = 0 and that

flCpiL" ' = Z/pZ(Q0.Q„_2) ®z/pZA(P0.7V2),

i.e., the quotient field of the polynomial ring Z/pZ[Q0.Q„  i\ tensored with an

exterior algebra on the 7", 's.

Now, since

^(CGJ^))p^,-»(/,l) = /c(Ô0,...,ÔB_2)®A(7'o..-.^-2)

(use the preceding paragraphs and the argument used in the proof of Corollary 3.7),

the main theorem of §3 implies that

77*(GL„(Z//zZ),Z//zZ)p^^(O0,...,Ö„-2)®A(£0,...,£„_2)

(herezc = Z/pZ).
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